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 The Installer shall indemnify the author for any claims or liability arising from the vehicle 

modifications described in this document 

 To follow this guide requires alterations to the electrical systems of the vehicle 

 Read and understand the entire document before beginning work 

 Disconnect the negative battery terminal before altering vehicle electronics 

 S3/A3 8L FACELIFT ONLY 2001> TO VW PASSAT B5 ELECTRIC FOLDING WING MIRROR CONVERSION                                                            

VERSION 1.0 

 

 

 

 

 

Preface: 

This guide will cover what was involved in retro-fitting VW Passat B5 power folding mirrors to my Audi S3 8L. If you act on any of the information contained in 

this guide then it is at your own risk. This guide will only cover the OEM setup (as it would have been from the factory), meaning that mirrors will fold/unfold 

from the original mirror adjustment switch (only with ignition on). THIS GUIDE IS ONLY APPLICABLE IF YOU HAVE PLASTIC COLOUR MATCHED HOUSINGS, IF 

YOU HAVE THE GENUINE ALUMINIUM MIRROR HOUSINGS AND WISH TO KEEP THEM ON THE CAR YOU WILL NEED DIFFERENT POWER MIRROR BODIES, 

YOU WON'T BE ABLE TO PERFORM THIS RETRO-FIT USING THE B5 MIRRORS AND RETAIN THE ALUMINIUM HOUSINGS. THE B5 MIRROR BODIES DON'T 

HAVE THE FIXING HOLES TO ATTACH THE ALUMINIUM HOUSINGS. The main motivation for using the B5 mirror bodies was cost so that this retro-fit could be 

done on pretty much anyone's budget, they can be picked up second hand cheaply (or new if you are lucky like me). The only down side is the inability to be 

able to use the genuine aluminium housings. This obviously won't bother some of you but will be a deal breaker for others. 

If you have a bit of a bigger budget and want to retain the aluminium mirror housings click here for a document that explains the differences between mirror 

bodies, where to purchase compatible brand new aftermarket units and the differences in fitting compared to using the B5 mirror bodies. 

For larger versions of any of the images contained in this guide just click on them. 

YouTube link of mirrors working 

 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/aluminiumhousings.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ViLrwDcPS4w
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Overview: 

This is a fairly simple job for anyone that is proficient with a soldering iron, as power folding mirrors were an option on facelift models Audi did most of the 

hard work before the car came out of the factory for us (wiring for the mirror motors and switch are already pre-installed in the doors so we only have to 

connect on the inside of the car). The hardest bit is modifying the original mirror bases to accept the micro-switch which is an integral part of the wiring 

circuit, if for any reason the mirrors have been manually folded the micro-switches will cut power to the motors so the motors won't burn themselves out or 

damage the mirrors/windows.  In a nutshell we basically have to adapt the 8L mirror bases to accommodate the micro-switches, assemble bases with B5 

mirrror body, install relay 361 (a timed, reverse polarity relay controlled by an earth signal from the switch), wire from the relay to passenger and driver side 

lower A pillars and provide power/earth for the relay. The only thing left to do then is modify the original mirror adjuster switch, which is literally a 10 minute 

job. It's worth noting that as my car is a daily driver I actually bought two cheap A3 facelift mirrors to use the bases off (this was through necessity as I 

couldn't be without my car), even if your car isn't a daily driver I'd still recommend going down this route in case anything goes wrong with drilling/dremeling 

your original bases. The original 8L housings will fit on the B5 mirror bodies so when the job is finished nobody will know any different. 
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 KEY:            

M = MOTOR 

YE = YELLOW 

BL = BLUE  

PK = PINK  

RE = RED 

BLK = BLACK 

GN = GREEN 

FEMALE TERMINALS 5, 8 & 14     

REPAIR WIRE 000979135       

FEMALE TERMINAL 12                   

REPAIR WIRE 000979133                

FEMALE TERMINALS 4 & 6            

REPAIR WIRE 000979114 

 

MALE TERMINALS 7, 9 & 10    

REPAIR WIRE 000979132       

MALE TERMINAL 8                    

REPAIR WIRE 000979022 

 

MALE TERMINALS  9 & 10    

REPAIR WIRE 000979132       

MALE TERMINAL 8                    

REPAIR WIRE 000979022 

 

PRE- EXISTING 

NEW 

Wiring Diagram  

GN/YE 

15-4, ME-5, 31-6, MA-8, SE-12, RA-14 

(RELAY TERMINAL-PLATE TERMINAL) 

IGNITION +12V 

TO TERMINAL 75 

USING 4B0937530 

& 000979135 

REPAIR WIRE  
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         AUDI WIRING DIAGRAM 
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PARTS LIST 
PART USE DESCRIPTION QTY PART NUMBER 

CABLE FOR CONNECTING BETWEEN 
361 RELAY AND T10 

CONNECTORS/POWER/EARTH 

0.5mm YELLOW 3 Metres N/A 

0.5mm PINK 3 Metres N/A 

0.5mm BLUE 3 Metres N/A 

0.5mm GREEN/YELLOW 3 Metres N/A 

1mm BLACK 1 Metre N/A 

1mm RED 1 Metre N/A 

REPAIR WIRES FOR CONNECTING TO 361 
RELAY, T10 CONNECTORS AND 
POWER (QUANTITIES ASSUME 

THEIR IS A TERMINAL ON 
EITHER END OF REPAIR WIRE) 

VARIOUS WIRES WITH PRE-
CRIMPED CONNECTORS (IF YOU 
HAVE THE CORRECT CRIMPING 

TOOL CONNECTORS CAN BE 
BOUGHT SEPERATELY, SEE NEXT 

PAGE) 

3 000979132 

1 000979022 

1 000979133 

3 000979135 

1 000979114 

RELAY & RELAY SOCKET RELAY TO CONTROL ELECTRICS 
AND SOCKET TO INSTALL IN 

RELAY MOUNT 

RELAY SOCKET 1 4A0937529 

361 RELAY 1 4A0907440 

PASSENGER MIRROR TO REPLACE STANDARD 
MIRROR BODIES 

MOTORISED MIRROR BODY 1 3B2857507A 01C 

DRIVERS MIRROR 1 3B2857508B 01C 

RING TERMINAL TO CONNECT EARTH/POWER 
FROM RELAY BASE 

CRIMP RING TERMINAL 2 N/A 

FUSE HOLDER TO CONNECT POWER TO RELAY 10 AMP 1 4B0937530 

HEAT SHRINK TO COVER EXPOSED SOLDERED 
JOINTS 

SUITABLE FOR 0.5mm & 1mm 
CABLE 

N/A N/A 

M2 BOLT  TO SECURE MICROSWITCH TO 
MIRROR BASE 

M2 ALLEN BOLT 4 N/A 

LOCTITE   N/A N/A 

M2 WASHERS TO PACK MICRO-SWITCH OFF   4 N/A 

M8 THREADED BAR SEE STEP 4  MINIMUM 100mm LENGTH N/A 

TESA HARNESS TAPE TO TIDY UP WIRING  1 ROLL N/A 

M8 NUTS & WASHERS SEE STEP 4 (PAGE 11)   N/A 

M3 x 10mm NYLON SPACER TO PACK ADJUSTER OFF  6 N/A 

M3 X 40mm BOLT AS ABOVE BUTTON, ALLEN HEAD 6 N/A 

M3 WASHER AS ABOVE  12 N/A 

CABLE TIES TO TIDY UP WIRING   N/A 

     

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/rp1.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/rp2.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/rp3.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/rp4.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/rp5.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/316.jpg
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Black-Nylon-Plastic-SPACERS-Standoff-Washer-M2-M3-M4-M5-M6-M8-M10-M12-Pack-of-12/301400291143?ssPageName=STRK%3AMEBIDX%3AIT&var=600371081165&_trksid=p2057872.m2749.l2649
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SINGLE TERMINAL/REPAIR WIRE PART NUMBER COMPARISONS 

REPAIR WIRE TERMINAL 

000979132 N10336105 
000979022 N10318905 

000979133 N90684505 

000979135 N90732703 
000979114 N017490B 

TOOLS REQUIRED 
SOLDERING IRON     
M2 TAP & WRENCH     

1.5mm METAL DRILL BIT     
DE-PINNING TOOLS     

DREMEL (OR EQUIVALENT)     

MULTI-METER     
CRIMPING TOOL     

USUAL VAG TOOLS - TORX SET, SOCKETS, HAMMER, SCREWDRIVERS ETC 

 

TERMINOLOGY:        PASSENGER/DRIVERS     BASE COVER            BOTTOM HOUSING                  BODY  MOTOR       BASE          CONNECTOR 

 

MIRRORS FROM A VW PASSAT B5 (PRODUCED BETWEEN 1997-2000) 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/1.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/2.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/3.jpg
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Step 1, Strip B5 Mirrors: 

Firstly we need to de-pin the connector (PHOTO A), making sure to make a note of what colour wire goes in which position. Also strip any 

insulation/sheathing from cables to give you access to everything. Then remove any covers so we end up with a bare mirror body. Now we need to remove 

the bracket in PHOTO B, this needs to be swapped for the one off the 8L mirror body or the housing won't fit right. 

 

Take a measurement from the plastic retaining washer to the base of the motor to give you a measurement for when re-tensioning the spring. Then prise the 

retainer ring off (be careful when releasing the tension on the spring), just get a small screwdriver under a couple of the tabs and lever them up to release 

(PHOTO A). Once retainer ring is off use a suitably sized socket and hammer on a flat surface to tap it back into shape. 

The earth for the micro-switch is piggy backed with the earth for the heated glass in terminal 2 on the mirror connector (purple wire from micro-switch, 

brown wire from heated glass). You'll need to cut the brown wire to allow you to remove the micro-switch completely. We'll be shortening these wires later 

and re-soldering so it would have to be done any way, just make sure you leave enough spare cable before the terminal so you can solder back onto it. 

Unscrew the screws holding the micro-switch in place and you should be able to remove it completely once the brown wire is cut (PHOTOS B & C). 

To de-pin the connector 

prise these 2 retainers 

out then de-pin in the 

usual way 

 

A 

B 

This bracket needs to be 

replaced with the one off 

the 8L mirror body 

 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/4.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/5.jpg
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Detach the mirror body from the base pulling the cable through as you do it. The B5 mirror body is now ready to be attached to the 8L base, put to one side 

for now remembering to keep everything together (including the notes you made on the connector pins) (PHOTO D) 

 

Step 2, Strip 8L Mirrors: 

If you've bought a set of 8L mirrors from the breakers like I did you don't need to be too careful with this step. Firstly measure how much exposed wiring you 

have at the connector end so you know how long to make the B5 cable when you shorten it. Then remove the brackets to transfer over to the B5 mirror 

bodies (PHOTO A). Remove the base from the base cover, this is just held on by 2 screws (PHOTO D). Snip the connectors off (leaving enough wire to solder 

onto in case you need any spare terminals in the future). Remove main cover (just clipped on) and bottom black cover (held on with 2 screws). Knock the 

retaining rings off with a screwdriver and hammer (PHOTO B). Pull wiring through and discard mirror bodies, it's only the bracket in photo A, base and base 

cover we need to keep (PHOTO C).  

 

A B 

C 
D 

A B 

Micro-switch Removed From 

B5 Base 

 
Cable that needed to be cut in 

order to remove micro-switch 

 

Remove Screws To Free 

Micro-switch 

 

Fully Stripped Down B5 Mirror 

Body Ready To Be Mounted 

On 8L Base 

 

Prise This 

Locking Ring 

Off 

 

Use A 

Screwdriver 

And Hammer 

To Knock This 

Locking Ring 

Off 

 

Measure This 

Distance 

 

C D 
Base Cover Is 

Held On By 2 

Screws Located  

On The Base 

Here 

 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/6.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/7.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/8.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/9.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/10.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/11.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/12.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/13.jpg
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If you're using your own mirrors (which I wouldn't recommend) you'll need to take a lot more care with this step just in case at some point in the future you 

want to revert back to your original mirrors. 

Step 3, Transfer Micro Switch From B5 to 8L Base & Testing: 

We now need to modify the 8L mirror base to accommodate the micro-switch we've just taken off the B5 base, you'll see in PHOTO A where it's positioned 

and a side by side with the none modified 8L base (PHOTO B). When the mirror is in its normal position the micro-switch sits in a recess on the underside of 

the mirror base (PHOTO C), if the mirror is manually folded it raises the mirror body up on to the top of the 3 lugs on the base and in turn makes contact with 

the micro-switch. If the micro-switch is activated it cuts power to the electric motors and stops them from burning themselves out. IF you are confident that 

this will never happen you could skip this step and just glue the micro-switch into the base of the mirror, as long as it's in its idle state the mirrors will work 

but......if anybody ever activates the electric folding mirrors when they have already been manually folded for any reason don't be surprised when you get a 

whiff of electrical burning and your power folding mirrors no longer work (or worse they smash your side windows).  

 

Firstly we need to drill a hole in the same position as where the micro-switch protrudes through the B5 base and dremel the inside of the base out enough for 

the micro-switch to be able to move freely, in PHOTO A you'll see the B5 base to give you an idea of what you need to do with the 8L one. Then mark and drill 

2 x 1.5mm holes and use an M2 tap so you can attach the micro-switch (PHOTOS C & E). When attaching micro-switch to base you'll need to use some 

washers to compensate for the difference in height caused by this piece of the base (PHOTO B). I only had M2 x 8mm bolts to hand so used them and then 

just dremeled the excess threads off the other side. I also used some Loctite on the bolts to make sure they never work their way loose (DO NOT OVER 

TIGHTEN THESE BOLTS, THE THREADS WILL STRIP EASILY). You should now have the micro-switch firmly in place and ever so slightly proud of the casting that 

the mirror sits on when it's been manually folded (PHOTO D), the base is now ready to attach to B5 mirror body.  

A B 
Position Of Micro-switch 

From Top Of Mirror Base, 

When Mirror Has Been 

Manually Folded It Will 

Make Contact With The 

Micro-switch And Cut 

Power To The Motor 

 

Side By Side Of B5 & 8L Mirror Bases. As 

You Can See They Are Very Different 

 

B5 8L 

C 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/14.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/15.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/16.jpg
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To check the micro-switches are fitted and positioned correctly I connected a multi-meter to the 2 wires coming off the micro-switch and assembled the base 

and body loosely, simulate the mirror being folded by hand and you should get continuity through the multi-meter, put it back in its normal position and you 

should lose continuity. Repeat for opposite side mirror base and you're ready to start re-assembling the mirrors. 

 

A C B 

D 

This part of the base is slightly raised 

compared to the rest of it 

 

2 x 1.5mm Holes 

Tapped to M2 

 Micro-switch just slightly 

protruding above lugs on the 

base  

 

Micro-switch 

secured in place 

 

E 

Hole for micro-switch 

 

Use a washer or two under 

this bolt to compensate 

 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/41.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/18.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/19.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/20.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/21.jpg
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Step 4, Re-assemble Mirrors: 

We now need to fit the B5 mirror bodies onto the 8L mirror bases. This is where it all gets a bit fiddly as the mirror base covers are all one piece on the 8L (on 

the B5 covers they are 2 piece and clip together so you can work with the motors and fit the covers after) so you have to loosely assemble the base and the 

base cover before you can press the B5 mirror body into place (PHOTO E). Once loosely assembled start by dropping the B5 mirror body onto the shaft of the 

8L mirror base. Insert spring, plastic locating washer and metal retaining ring (PHOTO A).  

Make a press from the 8mm threaded bar, socket, 6 washers and 2 nuts (PHOTO B & C - These 2 photos were taken without the mirror base and cover in 

place to give you a clearer idea of what you should be doing) and press the retaining ring down onto the shaft (using the measurement you took earlier to get 

the spring tension right). If you forgot to take this measurement.....mine was 7.5mm from top of plastic locating washer to top of locating strut to give you a 

rough idea. Carefully wrap all wiring with harness tape, route in the mirror so nothing will foul, thread down the centre of the shaft on the base and route 

where the original wiring would have been. You will also have to swap over the connectors for the heated glass, the B5 connectors are a lot smaller than the 

8L ones (PHOTO D), with having a spare set of mirrors I just snipped the 8L and B5 ones off and soldered the 8L ones onto the B5 wiring. If you don't want to 

cut the wiring on your 8L mirrors you'll have to buy some new insulated female spade connectors to solder in place of the original B5 connections. 

 

A 

B 
C D 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/22.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/23.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/24.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/25.jpg
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We then need to trim the cables, solder terminals back on and re-pin the connector (B5 connector is the same as the 8L one and is pinned the same). Don't 

forget to thread cables through the triangular insulation piece before re-pinning the connector. Aim to get the length of exposed cable at the connector end 

about the same as it was on the 8L mirrors originally. Repeat for other mirror. 

In case any of you didn't follow my advice earlier this is how my connectors were pinned: 

CABLE COLOUR PURPOSE 8L TERMINAL  B5 TERMINAL  

PINK FOLDING MIRROR MOTOR N/A 6 

BLUE FOLDING MIRROR MOTOR N/A 5 

YELLOW MICROSWITCH N/A 1 

PURPLE MICROSWITCH N/A 2 

BROWN MIRROR HEATING 2 2 

BLACK MIRROR HEATING 4 4 

RED MIRROR ADJUSTMENT 8 8 

WHITE MIRROR ADJUSTMENT 9 9 

BROWN/WHITE MIRROR ADJUSTMENT 10 10 

Washer & Nut 

 

Threaded Bar 

 

Socket (Make Sure The 

Hollow Bit Is Wider Than 

The Shaft Or It Will Just 

Clamp Down On It) 

 

13mm Socket & Wrench 

 

13mm Ring Spanner 

 

5 Washers & Nut (Make 

Sure You Don't Damage 

The Micro-switch Wiring 

In This Area As You'll Be 

Working Very Close To It) 

 

E 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/26.jpg
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When using the B5 mirror bodies with the 8L housings the glass sits too far back in the housing which looks horrible (see PHOTOS F & G) and doesn't work 

properly because the piece on the back of the glass in PHOTO A hits the motor restricting adjustment, so the last job we have to do is to pack the adjuster off 

the body with the nylon spacers, 40mm bolts and washers. Remove the mirror adjuster by un-doing the 3 screws holding it on (PHOTO B) and glue the 3 x M3 

nylon spacers where indicated in PHOTO C. Re-assemble using the M3 x 40mm bolts and 2 washers for each fixing. You will end up with something that 

resembles PHOTO D. Make sure you don't trap any cables between the adjuster unit and the mirror body and then repeat for the other mirror. When finished 

your mirrors should look like PHOTO E. 

 

 

Heated Glass Connectors 

Swapped From 8L Mirrors 

 

Cable Shortened And 

Connector Re-pinned 

 

Base/Base Cover Fully 

Assembled With 

Triangular Insulation Piece 

In Place 

 

Spring Clamped Under 

Tension 

 Bracket Swapped From 8L 

Mirrors 

 

Wiring Wrapped And Fed 

Through Original Wiring 

Route 

 

Micro-switch fitted and 

working (hidden in base) 

 

Adjuster Unit Packed Off 

By 10mm 

 

A B C 

E 

D 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/40.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/39.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/38.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/42.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/27.jpg
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You can re-fit the bottom housing, main housing and glass now if you want to but I waited until the mirrors were back on the car to do this. 

Step 5, Assembling Wiring Loom for 361 Relay: 

We now need to make the loom to connect all our cables to the relay plate that will eventually connect to Relay 361 when it's plugged in, we need 

connections for power/earth and the T10 connectors at the base of the A pillars. The relay plate terminals are numbered to make life a bit easier. 

The 4A0937529 relay plate is wired as per this image: 

 

 

                                                              

14 

4 

5 

6 

8 

TERMINAL 7 T10 

CONNECTOR      

(DRIVER'S SIDE) 

 

12 

TERMINAL 9 BOTH T10 

CONNECTORS 

(PASSENGER & DRIVER'S 

SIDE) 

 

TERMINAL 8 BOTH T10 

CONNECTORS (PASSENGER 

& DRIVER'S SIDE) 

 

TERMINAL 10 BOTH T10 

CONNECTORS (PASSENGER 

& DRIVER'S SIDE) 

 

EARTH (DRIVER'S SIDE) 

 

IGNITION LIVE 

(DRIVER'S  SIDE) 

 

REPAIR WIRE KEY: 

                                                                   

 000979133 

 

 000979135  

 

 000979114 

 

 

 

 

SLIDING PINK LOCK TAB, SLIDE 

THIS INTO THE LOCKED 

POSITION WHEN WIRED 

 

WITHOUT 

SPACERS 

 

WITH 

SPACERS 

 

F G 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/59.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/60.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/28.jpg
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Solder cable onto the repair wires before inserting into the relay plate and securing, it's a lot easier this way. I just bought 4 metres of each cable and 

soldered full lengths on to trim later. I have put where the wires will be terminated (drivers side or passenger side) in the above image so if you want to be a 

bit more scrooge-like you can gauge better how much cable to solder onto the repair wires before inserting into the relay plate. DON'T FORGET TO LABEL 

EACH WIRE AS YOU FIT TO THE RELAY PLATE. I then harness taped enough of the passenger side wiring to get me past the back of the stereo and out behind 

the glove box (PHOTO A). In PHOTOS B & C you'll see front and back views of the relay plate after wiring. 

 

 

Step 6, Remove Glovebox/Lower A Pillar Trims/Steering Wheel Trim & Finish Relay Loom: 

Now we need to remove the glove box (PHOTO A), trim under steering wheel (PHOTO B) and lower A pillar trims (PHOTOS C & D) so we can finish the loom 

for the 361 relay. The A pillar trims are held on with just one screw on the passenger side and 2 on the driver's side (holding the bonnet release handle in 

position) and a panel clip in location 3 on the image that needs prising up to free it. Roughly place the  relay into position (I just cable tied it to keep it in 

position), route your cables to the T10 connectors (passenger and driver's side) and power/earth as they will be when you do the final install, mark your 

cables for length (taking into consideration the length of your repair wires that you will be soldering on to the cables) and take the relay plate and loom back 

inside to do the final soldering and crimping for the power/earth connections. Pay particular attention to the fact that the cable labelled 8 on both sides of 

the car is the one that has the 000979022 repair wire as opposed to all the others in the T10 connectors that use the 000979132 repair wire. When you've 

finished soldering wrap the loom with harness tape and make sure all the cables are still clearly labelled as to which terminal they are destined for, it's a lot 

easier to do this now than when it's in the car!! 

A B C 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/35.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/36.jpg
http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/37.jpg
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Step 7, Fitting Relay Base: 

Unbolt the relay board (2 x C in PHOTO A) and you should be able to pull it towards you and down enough to click the relay plate into position from the back 

leaving the bottom section of the board in place (PHOTO B). I used positions 11 & 12 on PHOTO A but you can put the relay in any free positions. The red 

circle on PHOTO A is where I placed the fuse holder (4B0937530). PHOTO C shows the relay plate clipped into the relay board.  Roughly route your cables where they 

need to be and re-fit the relay board. Route your cables to the T10 connectors on either side of the car (obviously make sure you route them exactly as you did 

when you marked them for length).  

 

 

A 
B 

C D 

A B C 
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Step 8, Connecting Power/Earth From Relay Plate: 

I'm connecting to ignition live terminal (75) (PHOTO A) with the 4B0937530 fuse holder and a 10amp fuse for my install whilst using the main earth terminal 

(PHOTO B) on the steering column for the ground so it makes sense to connect these 2 connections next (just make sure you leave the fuse out until you're 

ready to fire everything up for the first time). Use 2 crimped ring connectors and 1 x 000979135 Repair Wire for these connections. 

 

 

 

 

.  

Step 9, Connecting to T10 Terminal (Driver's Side): 

You will find 4 connectors behind the lower A pillar trim, the only one we're concerned with is number 3 on PHOTO A, it should be blue in colour which will 

make it easily recognisable. We need to make 4 connections on this side as this is also the side the relay receives the Safe Signal from (the Safe Signal controls 

the polarity of the relay, telling mirrors whether to fold or unfold in this case based on the switch setting).  

4B0937530 

10 AMP 
361 RELAY 

000979135 000979135 

A B FUSE LOCATION 

 

TERMINAL 75 
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Route your cabling as neatly as possible and cable tie as much as possible to eliminate the risk of any cable dropping near the pedals and terminate the 4 

connections on this side. Disconnect the part of the connector closest to you by prising free the 2 clips holding it in place (PHOTO B). The other half of the 

connector is held into place with 2 clips, use a small screwdriver to release these and pull connector out from the back (PHOTO C). Then press the purple 

release tab (PHOTO C) on the side of the connector to allow you to insert your new connections in terminals 7, 8, 9 & 10 (PHOTO C). Refer to wiring diagram 

for terminal positions, double check terminals are in their correct positions before re-engaging the purple locking tab. Re-fit and connect both halves of the 

blue connector. The blue connector is labelled on the part closest to you but not on the actual part of the connector that you are pinning (PHOTO D). Pin 

locations can be shown in Diagram E. 

 

 

A B C 

8 

7 

9 

10 

E D 

T10 Connector Pin Locations 
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Step 10, Connecting to T10 Terminal (Passenger Side): 

On the passenger side you will see the same 4 connectors as were on the driver's side, again the only one we're concerned with is the blue connector 3 

(PHOTO A). Run cable behind where glove box sits and connect this side in exactly the same way you did on the driver's side. Connecting to the passenger 

side T10 connector is no different from the driver's side apart from the fact we don't need to connect the Safe Signal so we only have 3 connections to make 

in the T10 connector (terminals 8, 9 & 10). Refer to previous step to refresh your memory. 

 

Step 11, Removal of 8L Mirrors & Re-fitting 8L/B5 Hybrid Power Folding Mirrors: 

At this stage we should be at the following point in proceedings......modified mirrors finished and assembled (with or without housings and glass), modified 

mirror switch fitted in driver's door card and connected, drivers door card just hooked on, glove box removed, steering wheel trim removed, relay base wired 

and fitted into relay board, wiring cable tied and routed to passenger side and terminated in connector T10S, wiring terminated in driver's side connector 

T10U, power and earth connected to relay (no fuse fitted as yet). 

All that's left to do is remove the original mirrors (unless you've used your original mirrors as donors for the bases) and fit the new ones (keeping everything 

crossed that your wiring is correct!!). 

Start by removing the passenger side door card (I find a strategically placed cardboard box on the floor for the door card to sit on helps massively, allowing 

you to work on the door without having to remove the door card completely or having the door card hanging off cables/wiring). Remove the triangular cover 

hiding the connector (PHOTO A), this will just pull off but be gentle. Unclip the connector with a small screwdriver to help prise open the locking tabs and 

remove the T40 Torx bolt holding the wing mirror in place (PHOTO B), making sure to support the mirror from outside the car while doing it. The mirror 

A 

http://heliosmediapc.com/fm/images/3.png
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should just now pull free from outside the car with a little wiggling, be careful not to damage the rubbers it sits in. Put the mirror somewhere safe before 

fitting the new mirror. 

 

Fitting of the new mirror is just a reversal of removing old one, take your time to make sure the bases and the triangular insulation piece sit right in the 

rubbers or you could end up with a leak. I found the easiest way to do it was to put the insulation piece in place first then put the bottom lip of the plastic 

base inside the rubber seal, slide the mirror towards the front of the car and when the mounting hole lines up with the hole in the door push the top of the 

plastic base into position and it will click into the top rubber. Torque the fixing bolt to 12nm, re-connect connector and replace triangular cover. Last but not 

least (if you haven't already) put the bottom housing and main housing back on the mirror bodies (PHOTO A, B & C). Connect 2 connectors for heated glass 

and clip glass back onto adjuster unit. Hook door card back on but don't properly fit until after you've tested everything works. Repeat for driver's side but 

don't hook back into place until you have carried out the next step. 

 

A B 

Connector (As You Can See All The Wiring 

For The Power Folding Mirrors Is Already 

Present In The Door Loom, As Is The Wiring 

For Auto Dimming Glass As They Were Both 

Options On The Facelift 8L) 

 

T40 Torx Bolt 

 

Cover Hiding The 

Connector 

 

The main mirror housings just clip on (A & B) and the 

bottom one is held in place with 2 screws (C). 

A B C 
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Step 12, Removal & Modifying Of Mirror Switch: 

With the driver's side door card off  it is the ideal time to remove and modify your existing mirror switch. I found it a lot easier to remove the driver's door 

card completely to modify the switch, it's not difficult but is rather fiddly. The switch is just clipped into place with 2 spring loaded tabs so gently put pressure 

on the tabs (after disconnecting it) in the direction of the arrows in PHOTOS A & B and pull down, the switch should release from the door insert 

 

We need to modify the mirror switch so that you can put it into the folding position (6 o'clock) on the rotary knob (PHOTO A). To open the switch just gently 

lever the 4 tabs (one on each side of the switch) and pull apart. This will give you access to the internal workings of the switch, the only thing we're interested 

in here is the front plate that the rotary switch is secured to. Pull the white plastic part off the back off the rotary switch (making sure the spring loaded 

position selector doesn't get lost forever) that is just clipped onto the shaft of the knob (PHOTO B). Then just cut the 2 stops off that are normally hidden by 

the rotary switch (PHOTO C) and re-assemble. Re-install into door card and re-connect connector but just leave door card hooked in place until you've tested 

everything works. 

 

A B PCB 

We just need to cut the 2 stops off circled in red 

(a sharp Stanley knife will suffice) to allow the 

rotary switch to rotate to the 6 o'clock position 

 C 

A 

Folding mirror switch 

connections already present 

B 
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Step 13, Fitting Relay & Testing: 

Put the 361 relay into the relay socket, put a 10amp fuse in the power feed to the relay, make sure the modified mirror switch is connected in the door card 

and NOT set to the folding position, turn the ignition on and give your new mirrors a go. If you've wired them exactly the same way as me they will only work 

whilst ignition is on. 

 

Step 14, Check Connections, Re-fit All Panels: 

Check the ignition live and earth connections are tight and that you haven't trapped any wiring while you've been fiddling with the relay board, re-fit the 2 

door cards, lower A pillar trims, glove box and trim under the steering wheel.  

Well done, you're all finished. 

361 Relay Installed 

 10 AMP Fuse Installed 
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Alternative Mirror Options: 

Obviously the holy grail would be to use the original 8L power folding mirrors that were available as an option, these would be a bolt on plug and play 

solution. I have a suspicion that they are still available (as certain retro-fitting companies offer them as an option) if you're willing to pay Audi prices in excess 

of £500. There are other power folding mirrors that can be used on the 8L (with the plastic housings), MK1 Seat Leon (pre-facelift only) are also compatible 

(although the micro-switch set up is different, it is held on with a clamp rather than bolted directly to the mirror base). I've also read that Seat Toledo and 

Skoda Superb mirrors can be used but I can't confirm this. This guide can be used for the wiring of any  3 wire mirror setup (2 wires from motor & 1 from 

micro-switch) but might not necessarily cover transplanting the micro-switches from other mirrors. 

 You can find more information on the Leon micro-switch setup here. 

All information contained in this guide relates to my install and my install alone, the author does not take any responsibility or liability for errors or damage 

that arise from different circumstances in a similar install. It is your responsibility to ensure that any electronic/electrical connections made in your vehicle are 

correct and safe. 

https://uk-mkivs.net/topic/99639-power-folding-electric-door-mirrors/

